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CHINLINK INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
(HKSE Stock Code: 0997)
Chinlink International Centre Inauguration Ceremony
Accelerating the Development of Startups and Innovation Industries in Xi'an, Shaanxi
[24 September 2019 - Xi’an] Chinlink International Holdings Limited (“Chinlink”, HKSE Stock Code:
0997) and its subsidiaries (collectively the “Group”) is pleased to announce that the Inauguration
Ceremony of Chinlink International Centre (CIC), the Group’s new comprehensive commercial
development project in Xi'an, Shaanxi Province, was held on 23 September, to celebrate the
completion of this new innovative financial landmark in Xi'an Economic and Technological
Development Zone (“XET Development Zone”).
Chinlink was honoured to have Ms. Vanessa Tang, Director of Shaanxi Liaison Unit of the
Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region to give remarks in the ceremony,
together with Mr. Zhou Bing, President of Shaanxi Tourism Group Company Limited, Mr. Liu Qi,
Deputy Director of Management Committee of Xi'an Economic and Technological Development Zone,
Mr. Li Weibin, Chairman and Managing Director of Chinlink International Holdings Limited, and Mr.
Siu Wai Yip, Executive Director of Chinlink International Holdings Limited, jointly officiated the ribbon
cutting ceremony of CIC.
Mr. Li Weibin addressed in the opening remarks, “Chinlink has been sparing no effort to build a bridge
to facilitate business cooperation among Shaanxi, Hong Kong, Macau and international cities for
years. The Group has officially become the Commerce Representative Office of Shaanxi Provincial
Department of Commerce in Hong Kong since the end of last year and with the completion of CIC,
Chinlink will further attract financial and technological innovation enterprises from Xi'an and other
parts of Shaanxi to set foot in, and gradually forms a large and representative hub of innovative
enterprises to establish CIC as an innovative financial landmark of XET Development Zone and
contributes to the economic development of XET Development Zone and Shaanxi Province.”
Situated at the heart of the XET Development Zone, CIC is highly accessible to the adjacent offices
of the People's Government of Xi'an Municipality, XET Development Zone, Xi'an North Railway

Station, one of the largest high-speed railway stations in China, and China (Shaanxi) Pilot Free Trade
Zone. CIC has a total gross floor area of approximately 55,000 square metres that comprises a 25storey high-quality office tower and a 4-storey commercial complex. Leveraging its superior location,
convenient transportation, intelligent and hi-tech facilities, and wide range of amenities, as well as its
unique building designs that integrating the nature and the modern architecture elements, CIC is
successfully built as an innovative financial landmark to provide a high-quality footholds to the new
technology innovation enterprises in the XET Development Zone.
Mr. Siu Wai Yip said, “As the ‘Chinese Hard & Core Technology capital’, Xi’an is one of the most
concentrated areas in China with a lot of elite manufacturings and innovative enterprises. China's
economic transition is moving into a new era, innovative technology and business models not only
reshuffle the traditional industries, but also rewrite the ecosystem of various industries, bringing infinite
opportunities for innovative companies. Leveraging the international vision and resources of Chinlink,
the highly accessible transportation networks of CIC, the startups set foot in CIC will connect to the
adjacent cities and allows Chinlink to take advantage of the innovative financial platform and integrate
international resources into the world.”

Ms. Vanessa Tang, Director of Shaanxi Liaison Unit of the Government of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (fifth left), Mr. Zhou Bing, President of Shaanxi Tourism Group Company
Limited (fifth right), Mr. Liu Qi, Deputy Director of Management Committee of Xi'an Economic and
Technological Development Zone (fourth right), Mr. Li Weibin, Chairman and Managing Director of
Chinlink International Holdings Limited (Middle), Mr. Siu Wai Yip, Executive Director of Chinlink
International Holdings Limited (first left), and other guests jointly officiated the Chinlink International
Centre (CIC) Inauguration Ceremony.
– End –

About Chinlink International Holdings Limited
Chinlink International Holdings Limited is a listed company on the Main Board of the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange (Stock Code: 0997). Chinlink is an integrated financial services and innovation solutions
group, driving support for clients at each stage of their growth. The Group’s financial services include
alternative finance through its companies licensed in financial guarantee, finance lease, factoring and
supply chain finance. Through its subsidiary MCM Partners, Chinlink offers international investment
banking, financial advisory and asset management to Chinese and overseas clients. As an
international resource integrator, Chinlink collaborates with strategic partners to build an innovation
and finance ecosystem that generates and sustains technology-enabled innovation and
entrepreneurship.
For more information, please visit the corporate website: www.chinlinkint.com.

